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...............VSM......... a tool to control ..........................VSM Snap......the minimum maximized.... It has to be flexible! With VSM it is possible to satisfy virtually every users philosophy. With a Windows GUI, it is possible to establish any desired function in accordance with its rights. It is also possible to operate layout changes directly from the panel without using the GUI. So that the user is able undertake routine, but necessary tasks directly from the panel. With the RFID Tag reader various panel layouts with differing functionality may be loaded. All changes can be applied online without restarting software or rebooting the PC, including adding a new router, its signal paths, GPIs and tallies.



The times, when the controller system controlled only routers, are gone. Today, main control systems should be able to securely monitor and control the most complex studios and OB vans. In every area of broadcasting the controller system is the heart. What are you looking for in such a system? Sure it has to be secure! VSM is based on a TCP/IP infrastructure that can include full redundancy. The server farm (group of servers) remains constantly online, distributing tasks between group members and thereby supplying a continuous operation. If one server fails, the other servers take up its tasks. The classic Master-Backup structure is history; the future is MultiServer structure. Control panels and UMDs are connected in a ring topology, so that consequently, each device is connected to two chains. If one fails there is still a connection through another chain. All other devices, irrespective of interface type, (serial or TCP/IP), may be connected.



It must be always ready to expand! VSM is easy to expand. Start with smallest VSM Snap to switch the routers and then expand it to VSM Basic, to control the routers and manage the tally system. The modular structure means that the existing system can be gradually expanded to achieve the largest, fully redundant system.



Server 1



It has to be easy controllable! “User-friendly” is VSM’s key philosophy. A single graphic user interface is used to control and configure all settings. Simply drag a function and drop it into a device. The well-tried drag and drop function allows you to see and understand precisely what you are doing. There is no need for mapping tables, or complicated program scripts. Clear structures will guide you on the path to a configuration without the need of programming skills. It must fulfill the needs of the user! Our slogan is “customer-driven ideas, for the customer”. Every customer brings new ideas. With our compliant software structure, these ideas are easily accommodated. Our software developers have created programs that do not require “special builds”. All the new functions are integrated into a standard product. This has the advantage of simplifying the system, enabling updates to be installed without any further “special builds”. Conclusion: Whether for audio and video routers, mixers, multiple split screens, modular devices over serial or TCP/IP interfaces, with VSM you have the control tool to apply your individual philosophy.



Server 2



In a small installation, there are limitations to the control panel provided if control over more routers is required. Those limitations of operability will be reached very quickly, especially if control of more routers is wanted. This is exactly where the VSM-Snap comes in. The principle of the VSMSnap is simple and ingenious. A panel of the LBP family can be connected directly to a router without using any further hardware. Every panel can have one router connected to it, so with each additional panel a further router connection can be made. All panels are then connected to an Ethernet Switch and in this way it is possible to control a router from one of these panels, even if the panel is not directly connected to the router. With the configuration software, VSMSnap provides the possibility to accommodate most individual philosophies. Parallel switching on multiple routers, creating groups, lock functions or an “audio follow video” functionality are no longer a problem. Once the panels have been configured, a PC is not needed.



Only when changes are required, you have to connect a PC to the Ethernet Switch to upload the new configuration into the panel. Whenever you want to update and expand your system, all you need to do is carry out a firmware update to have your existing panels working with the VSM.
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.........VSM............in constant growth................................................................................................. The VSM has accumulated a wide range of protocols to devices with which it is able to interact. Essentially all major routers are supported as well as many operation critical components like video splitters, production switchers, audio mixing consoles and automation systems. With a few clicks, a protocol can be assigned to a port and the device is instantly online and usable. Rebooting of the system is not required. We have understood the need for reliable 24/7 operation and have worked hard to provide a solution that enables the system to continue operation even during system modifications. Existing cases show that even extensive rewiring during a physical router changeover can be performed without impacting the operation of a whole studio complex. Operation continued as usual and without anybody being aware of the extensive changes made to the underlying environment.



Introducing "logical signal paths" Ever been sick of repeatedly telling everybody things like “…world-feed comes from Mixer output X…” over and over again? Or the director deciding seconds before the production “swap camera 3 and 1”? Well, we have found a solution to that and have implemented this solution into the VSM as “logical signal paths”. These physically non-existing signal paths can effectively “rap” other signal paths. Please look at the strongly simplified configuration of a small OB-Van (see below). The blue dots indicate physical connections, the yellow dots, logical connections. The yellow line indicates the logical signal path and the red line shows the actual physical signal path.



Signal Paths Assuming that a UMD each would be displaying the sources of Monitor 3 and SAT 1. The UMD for Monitor 3 would be displaying Camera 3 and the UMD associated with SAT 1 would be displaying World-Feed despite both actually being connected to the same physical source CCU1. Lets further assume that CCU1 malfunctions and has to be replaced by CCU4 – all that has to be done to compensate for this situation is to change the source of Camera 3 to CCU4 and both Monitor 3 and SAT 1 will instantaneously follow to physically reflect the change, yet the corresponding UMDs will still be showing Camera 3 and World-Feed respectively. Another example, is a bigger installation with multiple studios. Here it would be possible to abstract the individual studio output signals so that signal Studio 5 would always be the signal play out from studio 5 even if it was coming directly from the graphic department. Or as a further example, REUTERS could have changing news feeds, today received via ATM, tomorrow via Satellite. When using logical signal paths to abstract the signal, it would always be called REUTERS. No calls to the control room, no searching or guessing the possible sources and no router real-estate wasted.



With simple clicks of the mouse, the operator configures the signal paths to correspond with the physical layout of the system, adds comments, descriptive or UMD texts, pictograms and additional switching information. All these changes are realized instantly with the final click on “OK”. All panels or UMDs would then reflect a name change immediately. Virtually all configuration uses drag and drop or interactive dialogs. No command line or text configuration is required and the system performs ongoing plausibility checking, to ensure that only choices that are valid and make sense are offered.



Introducing "Pseudo Devices" The introduction of “Pseudo Devices” into the VSM has been one of the most challenging and rewarding innovations to date. Initiated by the demand for a better and more flexible audio follows video, new concepts were explored. This eventually led to the development of “Pseudo Devices”. This solution, although being quite simple, turned out to be so powerful that customers are still regularly reporting in new usages. Especially in combination with the “logical signal paths” some rather stunning applications have evolved. The functionality is fairly straight-forward. Whenever a source is connected to a target the system checks the Pseudo Device list for corresponding primary entries (shown below as the darker fields). If the system finds two or more primary entries in the same column it will attempt to connect all other columns with each other. In the below case when Studio was routed onto VTR1 (indicated by the blue line) the system found the entries Source/Studio and Target/VTR1 which subsequently led to the system connecting all associated sources and targets, matching them column by column (indicated by the red lines).



The scheme does not end here. First, the columns (as shown below) are freely assignable and not limited to Audio. For example a key signal may also be associated with a video signal. And as multiple entries are possible, connecting two signals may induce a whole set of different connections. Video, key, audio and TC may be connected all at once or individually, without operator interaction. Signals of different types may be matched against each other. This way a microphone may be connected directly with a VTR’s Video signal. The system then automatically connects the microphone, not with the video channel, but with a predefined audio channel on the VTR. As indicated below, when combining “Pseudo Devices” with “logical signal paths” some very interesting possibilities are opened up. If in the below sample, the studio signals were defined as “logical signal paths”, it would become very easy to record a studio production. The studio team would assign the audio sources to their studio’s audio-signalpaths and any VTR that would then be connected to the studios video signal would automatically be connected with the correct audio signals. This occurs regardless of the operators knowledge of the current production or of the VTR’s capabilities.
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................VSM......the essentials revisited.................................................................................... Panel Editing



Generic



The VSM has been designed for easy and intuitive handling. One of the first steps in building most panels is the population with sources or targets. This may the done by simply dragging and dropping some signal paths onto a panel. If multiple signal paths are dropped at the same time, these are automatically arranged on the panel as shown on the left. As with all changes, these changes are instantly reflected on the corresponding physical panel and are then fully functional.



Used for simple descriptive buttons and/or jump buttons.



Panel design… The VSM is capable of verifying every step and instantly used on the on-screen as well as the physical panels. Additionally, due to the close correlation between editor, on-screen and physical panels, it is not necessary to have physical access to the panel that is being edited. The pictures below show three views of the same panel, once in the editor, once as on-screen panel and once as physical panel.



Source and Source Reference These buttons display signal sources. When pressed after a target key, initiates a connect between the source and the previously selected target. This behaviour may be overloaded by the TAKE or ENABLE buttons if present on the current panel page. The later version, the Source Reference button is used to create system-wide referable buttons. Any reference button can be associated with a reference to a signal. When at a later date this button is assigned with different signal, all reference buttons with the same reference will also change to the same new signal.



Target and Target Reference These buttons display and select signal targets. The target reference button operates like the source reference button described above.



Take and Enable



To edit the visual appearance of a button, a simple but versatile editor can be opened by using the context menu. Alternatively, a user-extendable picture catalogue is provided and assigning pictures to the buttons is achieved by simple drag and drop. Assigning page jumps, buttons colours, 2nd level functions, groups and graphical annotations for on-screen panels is a click away.



When present on a panel page, these buttons control when, or if, a connect operation is executed. While the TAKE button executes a previously queued connect when pressed, the ENABLE button must be pressed while pressing a source button in order to enable the connect operation. Using the function bar, other button functions may be inserted onto the panel in similar fashion. The following list should give a very brief overview of some of the available functions and their uses.



Control This is used to control other associated objects like GPOs, gadgets or signal nodes. If a signal node (the interconnection point between signal source and target) is associated with this button, it connects the source with the target when pressed. If a GPO is associated with this button, pressing it may toggle, set or clear the GPO. If associated with a gadget’s parameter, the parameter’s value will be displayed on the button and when pressed will become editable with the incremental knob on the panel.



Source of Target This button displays the current source of an associated target and acts like a source button. This function is used on backup panels for production switchers, so that whatever is assigned to the switchers inputs is reflected on the panel.



Information It is more than likely that you require more information on various areas of functionality.



Please contact or visit us so that we may exploit the possibilities of the VSM together and find all the solutions to fit your needs and expectations.
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...............Our Panels.....................made to suit your requirements............................................. The



The



LBP



panels are state of the art panels that have fully software configurable buttons and can be configured to meet almost any routing system requirement. The user can freely assign functions for every button with each button having the capability of performing either single or multiple functions simultaneously. This gives operators the freedom to specify and implement their own combination of functions in accordance with their individual philosophy of operation. Each button integrates an LCD display with full colour RGB Backlight enabling the operator to arrange, with clarity and ease, the many diverse combinations of functions, sources and targets across a virtually unlimited number of different pages. In response to the needs of today’s infrastructure, all LBPs are equipped with integrated Ethernet Support.



19” Rack mount versions LBP–17 17 buttons



LBP–34 34 buttons



LBP–50 i 50 buttons and incremental encoder



LBP–51 51 buttons



19” Rack mount Versions LBP–8



Features



• User programmable software configurable buttons • Each button capable of single or multiple functions simultaneously • Each panel can be configured as a “single destination”, “multiple destinations” and “XY” panel or any combination of these • Every LBP has two GPIs and two GPOs • Optional Incremental encoder for e.g. parameter entry • Equipped with both Ethernet and RS422 Interfaces • Can act as Ethernet to RS422 Bridge for e.g. UMDs • Button functions include; select sources or targets, GPI control, parameter control, macros, goto, take, lock, enable, esc, shift and many more • Offline and online configuration. All online changes occur in real time therefore eliminating downtime • The LBPs have the option of being used as a “standalone” or “fallback” panels to directly control a router without any router control system • Optional RFID-Tag Reader for access control • Full colour RGB backlight allows choice of multiple colours for button illumination • Special customer versions made on request



PBP–16 16 buttons desk or danner mount



PBP–40 40 buttons, 19” rack mount



PBP–40 dm 40 buttons, desk or 19” Rack mount



• software configurable buttons • user can define the usage and layout of panels • each button capable of either single or multiple functions simultaneously • Each panel can be configured as a “single destination”, “multiple destinations” or an “XY” panel or any combination of these • Button functions include; select sources or targets, GPI control, parameter control, macros, goto, take, lock, enable, esc, shift and many more • Offline and online configuration with all online changes occurring in real time therefore eliminating downtime • Each button contains a cap for a label with transparent background to be inserted • Green colour button illumination at adjustable levels



PBP–80 80 buttons 19” rack mount



.................Virtual on-screen Panels........... LBP–16 16 buttons



24 buttons



series is a simpler, less expensive panel version, but still maintains high quality and the capability of achieving many of the advanced multiple functions of the LBP series. They come with user programmable, software configurable buttons, each with the capability of performing either single or multiple functions simultaneously. This gives operators the freedom to specify and implement their own combination of functions according to their individual philosophy and preferences. Multiple SHIFT buttons can be freely assigned to any button allowing the user to create multiple layers of functionality. Each button contains a cap, which allows a label with transparent background to be inserted and remains readable with the aid of an adjustable backlight, making it yet clearly distinguishable from selected buttons.



PBP Panels



Features



8 buttons



LBP–24



PBP



Vertical mount versions LBP–34 V



LBP–51 V



34 buttons, Vertical layout



51 buttons, Vertical layout



The LBPs can be seamlessly joined in both vertical and horizontal direction to create individual panels:



The VSM controller system also has the option of router control by way of virtual onscreen panels. These can be controlled either by touch screen or mouse. A desktop version is also available, which provides access to router control from windows based PCs. The operator is able to select the number of buttons as well as fully define the usage and layout of panels. The configuration is done using drag and drop and interactive dialogs. The system does not require "command line" or text configuration and also performs ongoing plausibility checks to restrict the possibility of errors. Full online and offline configuration is possible and all changes to the system that are made online occur in realtime so that they are truly reflected while performed, thereby eliminating downtime and waiting. The Touch screen panels are readily available in many different sizes and configurations.
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24 buttons



series is a simpler, less expensive panel version, but still maintains high quality and the capability of achieving many of the advanced multiple functions of the LBP series. They come with user programmable, software configurable buttons, each with the capability of performing either single or multiple functions simultaneously. This gives operators the freedom to specify and implement their own combination of functions according to their individual philosophy and preferences. Multiple SHIFT buttons can be freely assigned to any button allowing the user to create multiple layers of functionality. Each button contains a cap, which allows a label with transparent background to be inserted and remains readable with the aid of an adjustable backlight, making it yet clearly distinguishable from selected buttons.



PBP Panels



Features



8 buttons



LBP–24



PBP



Vertical mount versions LBP–34 V



LBP–51 V



34 buttons, Vertical layout



51 buttons, Vertical layout



The LBPs can be seamlessly joined in both vertical and horizontal direction to create individual panels:



The VSM controller system also has the option of router control by way of virtual onscreen panels. These can be controlled either by touch screen or mouse. A desktop version is also available, which provides access to router control from windows based PCs. The operator is able to select the number of buttons as well as fully define the usage and layout of panels. The configuration is done using drag and drop and interactive dialogs. The system does not require "command line" or text configuration and also performs ongoing plausibility checks to restrict the possibility of errors. Full online and offline configuration is possible and all changes to the system that are made online occur in realtime so that they are truly reflected while performed, thereby eliminating downtime and waiting. The Touch screen panels are readily available in many different sizes and configurations.



...............The Virtual Studio Manager..........................controller system...................................
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........Under Monitor Displays............



Tally display system is a essential feature in any broadcast or production site. It must easily show users where signals are coming from, where they are going to and how they are being used. This requires a Tally system to be able to collect information from multiple different routers, production mixers and other equipment found on production sites today. This Information must then be used to display “who is using what and where” in a way that is reliable and easy to understand”. The Virtual Studio Manager Tally System can do all of this and more.



UMDs visually present the information from the Virtual Studio Manager controller system. As a consequence, it is important that this information is displayed fast, accurately and easy to read. This generally applies to any production site, whether in OB vans, control rooms, or any other broadcast facility.



UMD–SD 19"



...... VSM Tally Features .................................... • Connection and Interaction with virtually any equipment on the market today • Identifying and tracking of on-Air paths • Tracking of any signal through any amount of routers and production mixers or other equipment • Comprehensive visual information about the path a signal takes • Easy offline, online and real-time configuration • Very easy configuration using GUI based Software • Multiple levels of names or descriptions for any source or target and allows for easy selection of them



• Semiautomatic Abbreviation system • Connection to a wide range of multi-image video display systems • Connection to 3rd party UMDs as well as the Virtual Studio Manager UMDs • A virtually unlimited number of GPIs and GPOs • Comprehensive Boolean logic support • Connect ability via RS422, RS485, RS232 and Ethernet • 32 Levels of Tally (Red, Green, Yellow, Blue…)



The Tally system is integral part of the Virtual Studio Manager Controller System. It therefore benefits from the advanced technology that many years of experience and development have produced.



.......GPI Interface............................... The GPI Interface is a general-purpose interface designed for use with the Virtual Studio Manager controller system. The Interface is available with 64 optoelectronic inputs or 64 relays outputs or mixed with 32 optoelectronic inputs and 32 relays outputs.



Features • Various assembly • 64 optoelectronic inputs • 64 relays outputs • 32 optoelectronic inputs and 32 relays outputs



The “Virtual Studio Manager” UMDs are able to do all of these things in a simple yet visually pleasing way. They contain LED displays with adjustable display brightness so they are able to be adjusted to suit almost any lighting including ambient or very bright ones. Freely configurable layout as well as the possibility to include multiple layers of secondary text which can be individually selected means that display information is as detailed as required while making it easy to see who is doing what and where. The full width Tally displays allow tally information to be displayed clearly and efficiently. Full ANSI character sets and extended international fonts are also available providing plenty of choice for visual presentation.



UMD–SD 19"



... UMD Features............................................ • UMD Layout is freely editable • UMDs can be preconfigured in layout • UMDs provide immediate identification of sources switched to monitors • All displays are capable of stand-alone operation. Displays can be configured individually or together through their RS-422 port using a simple terminal or PC communication program • Four external tally inputs provide message or colour / Tally control for stand-alone use • All display information is retained in non-volatile memory while the display is powered off • Multiple Layers of Secondary-UMD-Text are possible e.g. the Name of the Camera Man • Special glare free and fingerprint safe glass • LED displays that are easy to read with adjustable display brightness. Display and tally brightness can be matched to the ambient light



• Available with full ANSI character sets and extended international fonts as well as UNICODE support • Text formatting includes alternate character sets, centred, flashing, inverse, dimmed and size • Dedicated tri-colour Tally indicator allow more flexible and intuitive Tally as with most systems • Usable as both AMD and UMD – changeable at any time • All aspects of tally system operation can be controlled from a Windows PC • The UMDs are connected via RS422 bus • On-screen virtual displays that function just like real displays • It is possible to build a tally system from any combination of display models, outfit an entire facility or monitor wall, or start with just a few displays and expand later • The UMDs also support UMD protocols from other manufacturers
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........Under Monitor Displays............



Tally display system is a essential feature in any broadcast or production site. It must easily show users where signals are coming from, where they are going to and how they are being used. This requires a Tally system to be able to collect information from multiple different routers, production mixers and other equipment found on production sites today. This Information must then be used to display “who is using what and where” in a way that is reliable and easy to understand”. The Virtual Studio Manager Tally System can do all of this and more.



UMDs visually present the information from the Virtual Studio Manager controller system. As a consequence, it is important that this information is displayed fast, accurately and easy to read. This generally applies to any production site, whether in OB vans, control rooms, or any other broadcast facility.
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...... VSM Tally Features .................................... • Connection and Interaction with virtually any equipment on the market today • Identifying and tracking of on-Air paths • Tracking of any signal through any amount of routers and production mixers or other equipment • Comprehensive visual information about the path a signal takes • Easy offline, online and real-time configuration • Very easy configuration using GUI based Software • Multiple levels of names or descriptions for any source or target and allows for easy selection of them



• Semiautomatic Abbreviation system • Connection to a wide range of multi-image video display systems • Connection to 3rd party UMDs as well as the Virtual Studio Manager UMDs • A virtually unlimited number of GPIs and GPOs • Comprehensive Boolean logic support • Connect ability via RS422, RS485, RS232 and Ethernet • 32 Levels of Tally (Red, Green, Yellow, Blue…)



The Tally system is integral part of the Virtual Studio Manager Controller System. It therefore benefits from the advanced technology that many years of experience and development have produced.



.......GPI Interface............................... The GPI Interface is a general-purpose interface designed for use with the Virtual Studio Manager controller system. The Interface is available with 64 optoelectronic inputs or 64 relays outputs or mixed with 32 optoelectronic inputs and 32 relays outputs.



Features • Various assembly • 64 optoelectronic inputs • 64 relays outputs • 32 optoelectronic inputs and 32 relays outputs



The “Virtual Studio Manager” UMDs are able to do all of these things in a simple yet visually pleasing way. They contain LED displays with adjustable display brightness so they are able to be adjusted to suit almost any lighting including ambient or very bright ones. Freely configurable layout as well as the possibility to include multiple layers of secondary text which can be individually selected means that display information is as detailed as required while making it easy to see who is doing what and where. The full width Tally displays allow tally information to be displayed clearly and efficiently. Full ANSI character sets and extended international fonts are also available providing plenty of choice for visual presentation.
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... UMD Features............................................ • UMD Layout is freely editable • UMDs can be preconfigured in layout • UMDs provide immediate identification of sources switched to monitors • All displays are capable of stand-alone operation. Displays can be configured individually or together through their RS-422 port using a simple terminal or PC communication program • Four external tally inputs provide message or colour / Tally control for stand-alone use • All display information is retained in non-volatile memory while the display is powered off • Multiple Layers of Secondary-UMD-Text are possible e.g. the Name of the Camera Man • Special glare free and fingerprint safe glass • LED displays that are easy to read with adjustable display brightness. Display and tally brightness can be matched to the ambient light



• Available with full ANSI character sets and extended international fonts as well as UNICODE support • Text formatting includes alternate character sets, centred, flashing, inverse, dimmed and size • Dedicated tri-colour Tally indicator allow more flexible and intuitive Tally as with most systems • Usable as both AMD and UMD – changeable at any time • All aspects of tally system operation can be controlled from a Windows PC • The UMDs are connected via RS422 bus • On-screen virtual displays that function just like real displays • It is possible to build a tally system from any combination of display models, outfit an entire facility or monitor wall, or start with just a few displays and expand later • The UMDs also support UMD protocols from other manufacturers
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Reference list AKK TV Übertragung GmbH/Germany BR Bayerischer Rundfunk/Germany BCE Broadcasting Center Europe/Luxembourg Cinevideogroup/Netherlands CBC Cologne broadcasting center/Germany DW Deutsche Welle/Germany Digi TV/Germany DR Danmarks Radio/Denmark NDR Norddeutscher Rundfunk/Germany n-tv Nachrichtenfernsehen GmbH & Co.KG/Germany Rogal TV Video und TV Produktions GmbH/Germany



OB-Van 2pcs. Radio OB-Van´s HD OB-Van; Mobile Studio OB-Van Studio; VTR copy street VTR copy street 2pcs. OB-Van´s DR Byen complex Studio 1 and Studio 2 Studio Berlin; New Studio in Cologne 2pcs. OB-Van´s



RBB Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg/Germany TVN Televison Programm- und Nachrichten-



OB-Van



gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG/Germany TV-Skyline/Germany Vek-XXL/Russia Videohouse/ Belgium



OB-Van; HD OB-Van; Studio; mobile Studio HD OB-Van 2pcs. OB-Van´s OB-Van; HD OB-Van



VRT Vlaamse Radio- en Televisieomroep/Belgium Wige Television GmbH/Germany



2pcs. OB-Van’s; Radio complex 4pcs. OB-Van; HD OB-Van



ZDF Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen/Germany



4pcs. OB-Van; Mobile Studio
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Product Monograph Template - Subsequent Entry Product 

Comprimés OLANZAPINE. Comprimés de 2,5 mg, 5 mg, 7,5 mg et 10 mg : cellulose ... macrogol, polydextrose, stéarate de magnésium et triacétate de glycérol.
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Product Features Applications Product Description Functional 

Test conditions unless otherwise noted: T = 25 ÂºC, 50 Î© system. 2. 3OIP measured with two tones at an output power of +5 dBm/tone separated by 10 MHz. The.
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[Product Monograph Template - Subsequent Entry Product (except ... 

l'autre des signes suivants, ou des deux : baisse de la tension artÃ©rielle et battements cardiaques ... la langue ou de la gorge, difficultÃ© Ã  respirer ou Ã  avaler. âˆš ...
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Product Details 

villeneuve que pensez vous du costa rica voulez vous coucher avec moi soir spice girl daddy k - voulez vous coucher avec moi ulub un homme amoureux film streaming voulez vous coucher avec moi meaning in english dit asseyez vous assoyez vous voulez vo
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Product Details 

vient de loin corneille lyrics,pour vous meaning,parce que ma vie sans toi,julie pour vous servir,omdat (parce que because),parce que car puisque comme exercises ... costa gavras,vous pouvez appeler,unis pour vous servir,un homme et son peche,pour vo
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Product List 

Puglia, Italy. Grape. Falanghina. Appellation. Puglia. Size. 750 mL Ã— 12. SKU. VILLAS 04. Glass Pour: $8. Vuina, Plavac Mali (2011). Bottles $/bottle $/case. $/oz.
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Product Information 

Product Specifications. Weight. Model. Volts Revolutions. (Direct Current) per minute. Torque Range in - lbs. N-m lbs. Kg. 0.68. EP1512K. 34 V. 1200. 1.5.
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Product manual 

Lorsque l'affichage Ã  l'Ã©cran est fermÃ©, presser le bouton Auto sera la fonction ..... hors tension dix minutes aprÃ¨s le PC est entrÃ© en mode veille ou attente.
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Product Information 

#K = 3dB measurement uncertainty. *K=Vibration measurement uncertainty. Sound and vibration values were measured in compliance with internationally ...
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Product Information 

G3H150PG4M 18000 6 mm 83.5. 94.5. 3.7. G3X180RG4 18000 1/4" 87.6. 98.6. 
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Product Information 

22KWA1-EU. 22N51-EU. †KA = 3dB måleusikkerhed. K A = 3dB måleusikkerhed. 93.4. 93.4. 91.1. 91.1. 104.4. 104.4. 102.1. 102.1. V V V vvvvvvvvvvvv. NNNN.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

Dec 16, 2009 - Precautions in use of LCD Modules. 3. General ... Densitron low cost module. â‘  â‘¡ â‘¢ â‘£ â‘¤ â‘¥ .... DC-DC converter output. VEE. 23.
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Product catalogue 

Meuble de rangement compact étroit, pour outils, avec tiroir vertical unique à serrure, présentant un panneau ..... Prise électrique double et pieds réglables.
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Product Instructions 

Do not use oils or lubricants. Use only Viega ProPress Shiny Black ... cause serious personal injury or property damage. Contact Viega. Technical Services for ...
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Product Instruction 

Page 1. MAYTONI. Instruction. MOD221-PL-05-N. DECORATIVE LIGHTING. 1.40. 300. 230. 200. 011,7. 145. 576,52. 220V. Z'ttoli. 0150. 3A. 0150. 182. 230.Termes manquantsÂ :
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Product support 

http://www.fgranger.com. Projects: ... Web server installation and webmastering CMS, weblogs, wikis. â€¢ Market and ... agreements to the leading manufacturers of copiers and printers (Canon, Xerox, Ricoh, Minolta, Danka-. Kodak, Agfa Lannier ...
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Product Monograph Template - Subsequent Entry Product 

Lisez attentivement ce dépliant avant de commencer à utiliser CIPROFLOXACIN et chaque fois que vous faites renouveler votre ordonnance. Comme le ...
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[Product Monograph Template - Subsequent Entry Product (except 

trouble cÃ©rÃ©brovasculaire, bouffÃ©es de chaleur, ... Musculosquelettique. â€¢ Douleur persistante, douleur ... ParesthÃ©sie (troubles de la sensibilitÃ©), dÃ©pression,.
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Product Monograph Template - Subsequent Entry Product 

d'un trouble du cerveau ou de la colonne vertébrale (p. ex. épilepsie), dites-le à .... les antidiabétiques (p. ex. glibenclamide, glimépiride, insuline), car ...
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Product Information 

størrelse i opadgående slange og brug en anti-piskeanordning tværs over enhver slangekobling uden intern aflukning for at forhindre at slangen pisker, hvis en ...
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Product Information 

sar. Se illustrationen 47113980 och tabellen på sidan 2. Underhållsintervallen visas i runda pilar och definieras som h=timmar, d=dagar och m=månader av ...
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Product Information 

FÃ¶r mer information, se Luftdrivna slÃ¥ende verktygs produkt sÃ¤kerhetsinformation Form 04581450. Manualerna kan laddas ner frÃ¥n ingersollrandproducts.com.
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Product Bulletin 

ENGINE BODY â€“ Cylinder block and head made of special cast iron. Light-alloy pistons with 2 compression rings and one oil scraper ring. Side valves.
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Product Instruction 

Page 1. MAYTONI. Instruction. DECORATIVE LIGHTING. MOD221-WL-02-N. 330. 440. 0120. *080. 360. Z'ItÃ˜. 145. Model: MOD221-WL-02-N. Collection: ...
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